Your business is global.
Why isn’t your ERP?
More than 2,500 U.S. corporations own and operate a
total of 23,853 affiliates in other countries.*
The right ERP cloud can enable the modern business to

Modernize Smarter

Empower People

Maximize Value

Modernize Smarter
A modern ERP cloud simplifies, standardizes and automates business
processes – helping you take full advantage of worldwide growth opportunities.
So how do you modernize in the smartest way possible?
of CFOs say the
cloud is the answer

58%

42%

58% of CFOs said their use of the cloud was triggered by the need to deploy an upgrade or new implementation [1]

Oracle ERP Cloud is designed to help you modernize

Quickly

Safety and Simply

Confidently

Innovative cloud portfolio

Most secure

Unparalleled processing speed

Empower People
A modern ERP cloud enables your workforce to collaborate, analyze, and
work on the move – accelerating performance and attracting great talent

The Social Enterprise

Insight for Everyone

Smart and secure in
context collaboration

Right information
at the right time

Simple Self-service

Mobile Access

Easy to use
from day one
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multiple languages

Research shows that worker productivity can increase by 50% when companies
apply technology more precisely, with solutions tailored to specific jobs
or roles.[2]

Maximize Value
A modern ERP cloud reduces costs and makes smarter use of resources...
With Oracle ERP Cloud, you

Get Predictable
Pricing

Pay Only for
What You Need

Always Have the
Latest Software Version

...and scarce IT resources can be focused on driving innovation.
60% of all organizations say cloud computing has allowed IT teams to
focus on strategic business objectives.[3]

Oracle ERP Cloud is designed for your success
Choose the most modern and global ERP Cloud from Oracle –
Enterprise Class, Midsize Affordable.
Click here to learn more about Oracle ERP Cloud.
[1] Source: The New Competitive Advantage, Strategic CFOs Embrace the Cloud, 2012
[2] Source: McKinsey Quarterly, "Rethinking Knowledge Worker: A Strategic Approach," February, 2011
[3] Source: Study, Rackspace Hosting with support from Manchester Business School and Vanson Bourne
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